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Abstract
Industrial augmented reality (AR) is an integral part of Industry 4.0 concepts, as it enables workers to access digital
information and overlay that information with the physical world. While not being broadly adopted in some applications, the
compound annual growth rate of the industrial AR market is projected to grow rapidly. Hence, it is important to understand
the issues arising from implementation of AR in industry. This study identifies critical success factors and challenges for
industrial AR implementation projects, based on an industry survey. The broadly used technology, organisation, environment
(TOE) framework is used as a theoretical basis for the quantitative part of the questionnaire. A complementary qualitative
part is used to underpin and extend the findings. It is found that, while technological aspects are of importance, organisational
issues are more relevant for industry, which has not been reflected to the same extent in literature.
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1.

Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) is a key technology for enabling industry 4.0 concepts [1]. It is one of the main technologies to drive
the development of such concepts in the industry according to the European Union [1]. AR enables employees to bridge the
gap between the physical world and the increasingly important digital environment. Currently, the compound annual growth
rate of the industrial AR market is projected to be around 74% [2] between 2018 and 2025. The aggregated market of
industrial AR is projected to reach $76 billion in 2025 [2]. This significant growth is likely to be sustained or accelerated by the
growing maturity of AR technology and the broad variety of applications within the industry. While the general importance
of AR is widely recognised, recent research has shown that the implementation for industrial applications is challenging [3].
Laboratory experiments, in general, indicate that AR supported tasks are more efficient in terms of task completion time and
error rates [4–7]. However, it has been found that the increase in performance through AR depends on the complexity and
nature of the task [5, 8]. Thus, the selection of a suitable task is crucial. In addition, field experiments have uncovered that
the performance of the AR system varied based on the experience of the workers: lower for expert workers while higher for
untrained workers [9]. The effects on expert workers and novices were found to be significant.
In order to determine which issues are indeed of concern within the industry, a scientific approach to determine factors
influencing the implementation success of AR systems is necessary. Thus, the effects of AR systems in experiments or through
studies on other technologies uncovered factors on the dependent variable (i.e. implementation success), which can be
explained and grounded in scientific theory. The framework chosen to be the basis of this research project is the technology,
organisation, and environment (TOE) model [10]. One part of this study is a quantitative questionnaire, which aims to explain
the relationship between the variables in question [11]. Despite the fact that the TOE framework is mainly used for
information technology (IT) software systems, it is, in general, a framework explaining the adoption and implementation of
innovation [10]. Thus, it is also suitable for innovations that include software and new hardware and user interface
components, like AR.
In addition to the quantitative part, the questionnaire also contains a qualitative part. Here, the aim is to uncover success
factors and challenges that have not been considered in recent experiments or in other technology implementation studies.
Hence, the qualitative part complements the quantitative part by filling gaps and giving participants more freedom in drafting
their answer [11].
Based on the facts presented, results of this study have a potential to increase the understanding of AR deployment within
the industry. This paper also adds to the existing knowledge by providing new insights into critical factors that influence the
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success of AR implementation in industry. The following question is the basis of this research: ‘Which factors influence the
implementation success of industrial augmented reality?’.
This paper is composed of seven sections. Section 2 describes the background of AR in industry and technology adoption and
implementation frameworks. Section 3 outlines the research model and the hypothesis to be tested by the quantitative part
of the study. Then, section 4 explains the research methodology. In section 5, the data is analysed, and the results are
presented from the qualitative part as well as the quantitative part. These results are discussed in section 6. In the end,
section 7 concludes this paper.

2.

Background

This section briefly describes AR and its possible applications in industry. Then, the main theoretical basis for the research
model is introduced. The section concludes with a brief review of research already conducted with the TOE and concerning
AR adoption, implementation, and acceptance.
2.1
Industrial Augmented Reality in support of Industry 4.0
AR is an important technology for the Industry 4.0 approach [2]. As those approaches promote a human-centric industrial
environment, AR is one approach to augment the worker [12]. This technology enables humans to access the digital world
through a layer of information positioned on top of the physical world. According to the Mixed Reality (MR) framework [13],
AR is positioned in between the physical and the virtual reality (VR). AR augments the real world without replacing it. This
contrasts the concept of VR, where all the information is presented virtually.
Within different industries, the range of applications is broad. AR can be used for design and manufacturing applications [14],
assembly operations, either in training [6, 15] or as an online guidance system for operators [9, 16, 17]. In logistic, ‘pick-byvision’ is a prominent concept utilising AR to indicate picking locations and quantities [18–23]. Other areas where AR can also
be used include warehouse operations [24]. Another prominent field of applications includes quality assurance [25–27],
maintenance [28–33], supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) tasks [34], through-life engineering services [35] and
visualisation of instructions [36]. Implementation of AR technologies in human robot collaboration has also been a large trend
of the recent years, e.g. safety enhancement [37] and automotive case study [38]. In short, as soon as operators depend on
(real-time) information, AR can be used to intuitively display this information on site, which immerses the operator into the
digital world of Industry 4.0 solutions.
AR applications include maintenance processes [39], where as soon as operators depend on or can profit from (real-time)
information, AR can be used to intuitively display this information on site. A methodology was proposed to support technical
writers in the creation of technical documentation e.g. manuals that could be used for AR interfaces [40]. Gattullo et al. [40]
claimed that their proposed methodology choices are aligned with six design principles of Industry 4.0: interoperability,
virtualization, decentralization, real-time capability, service orientation and modularity. Yew et al. [41] proposed a griddable
distributed manufacturing system utilising AR interfaces as an intuitive online way to interact with a Cyber Physical Production
System (CPPS). Their solution not only showed process information, but allowed for interaction with a milling machine
directly, replacing computer and paper-based tasks. The physical objects within their CPPS are claimed to be completely
replaceable with digital objects through AR. Other studies include: prototyping proactive and adaptive techniques for humanrobot collaboration in manufacturing using virtual reality while also providing a comparison of using AR vs virtual reality [42].
Interaction of real-virtual components has also been presented to facilitate assembly simulation and planning [43]. Other
applications of AR include: interactive robot trajectory planning and simulation [44], and planning collision-free paths in robot
programming [45].
The basic components of an AR system are the visualisation technology, a camera, a tracking system, and the user interface.
Four main visualisation technologies are available for AR systems, namely head-mounted displays (HMDs), handheld devices
(HHDs), static screens, and projectors. Depending on the task, the visualisation can either be stationary or has to be mobile.
Especially for assembly applications, static screens or projectors can be used. Projection-based solutions utilise common
projectors to display information directly onto the workspace [8, 9]. Static screens can be used to display, e.g. interactive
standard operating procedures (SOPs) [46] for the current status of the assembly and animate the next assembly step. Yet,
HMDs are a focus of academia and industry. They enable operators to move around and access and read information handsfree, possibly speeding up operations significantly [47].
The AR tracking system enables digital objects to be placed accurately within the physical world. The most prominent AR
technology is marker-based [3]. Physical markers are attached at certain places. These AR markers are then used to
triangulate the correct position for a digital object. This technology is well understood and mature but has its drawbacks
concerning reliability in industrial environments. Dust and dirt can decrease the readability. Hence, marker-less systems are
being developed and already used, through which the physical environment is spatially mapped [48, 49]. The camera is the
main sensor of an AR system to relate digital content to the physical world. Especially for marker-less solutions, several
(stereoscopic) cameras are used to map the environment. For example, such a system is used by the Microsoft HoloLens.
The AR user Interface enables two-way communication from the system towards the user, but also feedback from the user.
The main part is the visualisation system relaying information towards the user. Other technologies, like force feedback [50],
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or acoustic cues [51] are used as well. Concerning user input, prominent interaction methods are gesture recognition [52,
53], the direction of gaze [54], speech recognition [50], or discrete hardware solutions. Discrete user input hardware can
range from mouse and keyboard to hand-scanners [55].
2.2
Challenges around AR Implementation
While not having gained a substantial foothold on a consumer level compared to VR [56], AR in support of Industry 4.0 is
already being used and implemented. By providing flexible real-time information and the possibility of obtaining that
information hands-free AR offers a substantial efficiency benefit for industrial applications [22, 57]. Additionally, AR promises
to decrease the number of errors made [53], like picking or assembly errors and it provides an easy way to communicate with
experts in maintenance tasks [58].
However, existing literature has reported on a variety of challenges in implementing AR solutions in the industry. Table 1
presents reported AR implementation experiments, their results and the challenges encountered during the projects. This
selection focuses on experiments conducted in the field or those which utilised experienced industry operators. Major
reported challenges include hardware and software issues, weight, ergonomics issues, limited user acceptance, visual fatigue
and concentration performance issues, data transfer, integration and security issues, content authoring, adaptive
instructions, marker tracking reliability and cost. That kind of studies uncovered that the complex industrial environment
causes new challenges compared to laboratory environments [3].
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Table 1 Challenges uncovered in field studies using AR systems (continued on the next page) (based on [3])
Author
Real et al.
[59]

Year

2011

Application

Inventorying

Serván et al.
[60]

2012

Assembly

Porcelli et al.
[61]

2013

Maintenance

Technology
HMD
Marker tracking

Sample

Dependent variables

Results

2 IT specialists
2 workers

Decoding time
Decoding distance
User experience

Low user acceptance due to the weight of the
system (laptop and HMD was necessary due to
lack of in-built processing power of the HMD)
Decoding time and distance of QR codes was not
sufficient for the task

HHD
Marker tracking

Not disclosed

Task completion time

HMD

1 remote expert
2 field technicians

User experience
(Interviews)

Gavish et al.
[62]

2013

Assembly

HHD
Marker tracking
VR

40 expert
technicians

Task completion time
Error rate
Training time
Usability (9 Likert-scale
questions)

Hahn et al.
[6]

2016

Assembly

HMD
Marker tracking

30 workers

Error rate
User experience

Assembly

HMD
HHD
Projection
Marker tracking

7 Swedish
manufacturing
companies

Usability (Interviews
and Workshops)

Syberfeldt et al.
[47]

2016

Authoring and content maintenance time
decreased by 90%.
Assembly time decreased by 50%.
Working conditions and error rate reported
being improved (qualitative and subjective).

Increased need for expert guidance and
collaboration in maintenance tasks can be
supported by AR systems.

Increased training time with AR and VR systems.
Decreased error rate after training with the AR
system.
Improved cognitive understanding of the tasks
through AR and VR.
AR is favoured compared to VR by the
technicians in terms of of usability.
The error rate of 0.
High acceptance among participants.

Perceived efficiency improvement.
The weight of HMDs is high.
HMDs are preferred over tablets as both hands
are free.

Challenges
Weight and ergonomics
Software decoding
capabilities
User acceptance can be
limited due to disruption of
existing processes
Need for data integration
with product lifecycle
management (PLM) suites
Advances in AR devices and
tracking systems necessary
Weight and ergonomics
Data transfer in remote
areas
Automate content
authoring
Change of training focus
and necessity
Cost
Long training time due to
unfamiliarity with AR and
VR systems
No clear performance
difference between AR and
VR
User interface visibility
Content for user interface
Marker tracking reliability
Level of complexity impacts
efficiency gain through AR
Adaptive instructions
dynamically to improve
user acceptance
Data security and privacy
policies to increase user
acceptance
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Stoltz et al.
[24]

Mourtzis et al.
[30]

Doshi et al.
[63]

Funk et al.
[9]

Murauer et al.
[55]

2017

2017

2017

2017

2018

19 non-expert
operators in
laboratory
experiment
5 expert operators
in field experiment

Task completion time
Error rate (qualitatively)
Ease of use

Task completion time
Cost

Warehouse
operations

HMD
HHD
Marker tracking

Maintenance

HMD
HHD
Marker tracking

Not disclosed

Projection

1 inexperienced
worker (off-line)
4 shifts with 8
experienced
workers (in-line)

Welding

Assembly

Picking

Projection

HMD
Marker tracking

User preference towards AR application due to
high ease of use.
AR application was slower due to processing
power of HMD system used.
Decreased error rate can justify slower speed
through decreased re-work effort.
No need of dispatching a technician to the site
where the robot is installed.
Cost reduction by nearly 20%.
Time reduction from 9h to 2h.

Hardware limitations
Software limitations
User acceptance
Cost
Interoperability with
existing systems.
Automate content
authoring.

Welding accuracy

Significantly smaller error distribution of the spot
weld position.
15% to 52% improvements depending on the
position of the weld.

Effect of visual cues on
accuracy

3 expert workers
3 untrained
workers
(all employees of a
car manufacturing
company)

Task completion time
Error rate
TASA-TLX
User experience
(Interviews)

AR slows workers down
due to distractions
Adaptive instructions based
on the workers experience
Diminishing reward curve
for using AR in assembly
training

5 production
workers

Task completion time
Error rate
NASA-TLX
Visual fatigue
questionnaire
d2 test of attention
Usability (system
usability scale)

Expert workers:
Significantly higher task completion time due to
distraction by projection according to interviews.
No indication of higher cognitive task load
measured by NASA-TLX compared to
conventional setting.
Novice workers:
Improved learning curve. Lower NASA-TLX
compared to expert workers.
Distraction by AR system after a while according
to interviews.
AR decreases error rate.
Utilising a scan glove improves task completion
time. Depending on the supporting scanning
equipment, however, the task completion time
can increase.
AR can increase the cognitive workload,
depending on the scanner system.

Visual fatigue and
concentration performance
levels.
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2.3
Technology Adoption and Implementation Models
Introduced by [10], the TOE framework covers one segment of the book ‘The Process of Technological Innovation’ [64]. It
originally covered the adoption and implementation of technologies and how the context of a firm influences that process.
More recently, it has also been adapted and used for implementation and post-adoption issues [65–67]. Due to its broad use,
the TOE has an empirical basis across different industries, like healthcare [68], retail [69], or manufacturing [70], and
technologies, e.g. radio frequency identification (RFID) [71], cloud computing [72], or enterprise resource planning (ERP)
systems [66, 73]. It has also been proposed to be used for explaining the AR adoption in e-commerce [74]. Table 2 lists studies
utilising the TOE framework for Industry 4.0 related technologies and the constructs used.
Table 2 Review of TOE framework studies for Industry 4.0 relevant technologies and the used constructs
Author

Year

Innovation

Constructs

Arnold et
al.
[76]

2018

Industry 4.0 in
general

Technology:

Relative advantage, Perceived challenges, Compatibility

Organisation:

Firm size, Top management support, Absorptive capacity

Environment:

Yeh et al.
[78]

2018

Technology:

Competition, Environmental uncertainty, Perceived
outside support
Technology infrastructure, Technology integration,
Relative advantage
Organisational readiness, Top management support,
Managerial obstacles
Competitive pressure, Expectations of market trends,
Trading partner, Government policy
Perceived usefulness

Organisation:

Firm scope, Firm size, Subjective norms

Environment:

Competitive pressure

Technology:

Technology competence, Relative advantage

Organisation:
Environment:

Decision makers knowledge, Financial strength, Top
management support
Consumer readiness, Competitive pressure

Technology:

Relative advantage, Complexity, Compatibility, Cost, …

Organisation:

Technology readiness, Appropriateness, Management
support, …
Regulatory environment, Institutional based trust, Trading
partner readiness, …
Relative advantage, Complexity

3D Printing
(qualitative study)

Technology:
Organisation:
Environment:

Jia et al.
[67]

2017

Kumar et
al.
[74]

2016

Sun et al.
[77]

2016

Enterprise Web
2.0
AR in ecommerce

Big Data
(qualitative study)

Environment:
Wei et al.
[82]

2015

RFID

Technology:
Organisation:

Technology:

IT infrastructure, Managerial capability, Absorptive
capacity
Competition intensity, Regulatory support, Environmental
uncertainty
Technology readiness

Organisation:

Top management support, Firm size

Environment:

Competitive pressure, Regulatory support

Technology:

Relative advantage, Complexity, Compatibility

Organisation:

Top management support, Firm size, Technology
competence
Competitive pressure, Trading partner pressure,
Information intensity

Environment:
Oliveira et
al.
[84]

2014

Wang et
al.
[71]

2010

Could computing

RFID

Environment:

Compared to another prominent technology adoption and implementation framework, the diffusion of innovation (DOI)
theory [75], the TOE also includes the environmental context. While the technological and the organisational context are
coherent in the TOE and DOI framework, various studies have shown that the environmental construct can be the source of
barriers and drivers [77]. For example, technologies with high costs or significant organisational changes require support from
the external environment to be implemented successfully [66, 71]. The knowledge of AR within firms is often not fully
developed. External support and knowledge can help to gain an understanding of the technology, its possibilities and
drawbacks. Hence, the TOE framework was chosen compared to the DOI.
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Other technology adoption models are more focused on a certain aspect. The technology adoption model (TAM) [79, 80], the
unified theory of acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) [81], and the theory of planned behaviour (TPB) [83] focus on
the individual user. This is highly appropriate for end-user applications [85]. The TAM has already been proposed to
investigate the AR acceptance for tourism applications [86]. A study by [87] also utilises the TAM theory in the context of AR
in the online fashion retail industry. Yet, for companies introducing AR for their operations, this view is too limited. New
technologies can induce organisational changes with significant impact. Those considerations are not part of the theories
aforementioned.
The TOE consists of three elements which affect the adoption and implementation, namely the technological context, the
organizational context, and the environmental context (see Fig 1). Behind each of the constructs are different measures,
which can promote or impede the desired outcome. These variables depend on the industry and the technology [88]. Over
its existence, the TOE framework has been advanced continuously to extend its applicability to different industries and
technologies, like additive manufacturing [78], big data [77], or Industry 4.0 [76] ensuring its continued validity. More
recently, new constructs have been added as well [78] and advances made to integrate the TOE with other models [89].

Fig 1 TOE framework (based on [10])
The technological context sets the frame for the technology available in the firm and the technology the research focuses on.
It includes the characteristics of the technology, the compatibility and interoperability with the current system. Depending
on the research question (Which factors influence the implementation success of industrial augmented reality?), it may also
incorporate substitutes for the technology in question [72] or focus on technologies that are already in place [82] within the
company as those factors can influence the technology adoption [10]. Another important factor can be the technological
readiness or maturity.
The organisational context relates to the characteristics and resources of the firm itself. The support of new technologies and
the readiness to implement them are measured within this construct [10]. In addition, the resources available [90] – often
related to the size of a company [91] –and the supportiveness of the company culture towards the new technology have been
shown to influence the success of technology implementation [92]. The (top) management support was found to play a role
in promoting innovation [78].
The environmental context extends the model to external players [10]. Companies never operate isolated but move into an
ecosystem of their industry, competitors, regulations, standards, etc. When working with new technologies, the knowledge
about that technology within the company is inherently low. External support and synergy effects e.g. within an industry can
provide knowledge assets supporting the technology implementation [93]. On the other hand, external factors could
constrain the implementation (e.g. regulations).
AR is a complex technology. This complexity arises on the one hand from the technology itself. The system has to be
integrated into the current IT infrastructure [94]. Pre-existing content needs to be adapted to the technology, which often
requires a deep understanding of the technology [33, 95]. In addition, the hardware, especially HMDs, were previously not
common in industrial environments. The challenges arising from the ergonomic effects of the weight, the user interface, and
the information design and content are new to the industry [28].
On the other hand, it causes substantial organisational changes. This can relate to the processes supported by AR itself, the
organisational structure and employee education [61], or the user acceptance [96]. The latter one is likely caused by the
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unfamiliarity with such a system. While computers and the interaction with them have been around in an enterprise
environment for years, AR is a new technology.
To sum up, previous studies have uncovered a number of possible issues that AR implementation faces. Yet, they have not
been explored in an aggregated way yet. As those challenges cover technological, organisational, and environmental issues,
the TOE framework provides a suitable lens to investigate which factors influence the technology implementation.

3.

Research Model and Hypotheses Development

The research model and the hypotheses are discussed in this section. The research model is presented in Fig 2. The dependent
variable, the implementation success, is on the right side. The independent constructs based on several measures (also see
Appendix A for measures) are on the left side and classified according to the TOE framework. The constructs and the variables
are mainly based on the previous TOE and AR research.
SC1
SC2

Technological context
System Configuration

THR1
THR2

Technology Hardware Readiness

TC1

Technology Compatibility

TC2

ES1
ES2
ES3
ES4

OF1
OF2
OF3
OF4
UB1

Environmental context
External Support

!"#
!$#
!%#

!&#

IS1

AR implementation success

IS2
IS3

Organisational context
Organisational Fit
User Barrier

!'#
!()

UB2

Fig 2 Research model and hypothesis based on the TOE framework
The implementation success (IS) is to some extent quantifiable in terms of efficiency improvement. A variety of studies focus
their experiments on improving the performance (for example, task completion time) when supporting a worker through AR
[97, 98]. This study, however, defines implementation success by the willingness of the company to increase the usage of AR
in terms of application and location. Additionally, the organisation needs to gain a substantial benefit from the AR system.
Those measures make up the construct of the dependent variable.
3.1

Technology Context
3.1.1 System Configuration (SC)
For software systems, the system architecture configuration and integration is substantial for obtaining the benefits as soon
as possible after the implementation [66]. It is necessary to test the system before deploying it finally and working out bugs
and other possible causes of breakdowns. Despite the fact that it is impossible to fully test the system and implement it
without any possibility of failure during standard operation, a thorough testing regime can decrease the chance of that
happening.
Another important factor that expands this aspect when using AR compared to pure software systems is the hardware. The
AR hardware configuration, especially the visualisation technology, has a significant impact on the overall system
performance [16]. Even when the decision is made to use HMDs, the difference in performance between different devices is
substantial [23]. Pilot studies are necessary on the one hand, to determine how to configure the software system. On the
other hand, different devices can be tested during pilot studies by the potential end-users of the system. A vast variety of
products is already commercially available, all having their individual benefits and drawbacks. Similar to the vast number of
ERP solutions, pilot studies are part of a sound system configuration [99, 100]. This can improve the system configuration and
increase the possibility of implementation success in the end. Hence, the following hypothesis is proposed.
Hypothesis 1: The system configuration is positively associated with the implementation success of AR systems.
3.1.2 Technology Hardware Readiness (THR)
While AR is already successfully used in some applications, it is not ready yet for industrial deployment in others. The
technology needs to be mature enough to support a certain business case. Compared to software systems, where the current
readiness of the IT system available is often key [91, 93], for AR, the readiness of the hardware seems to be a critical factor
according to studies based on industrial work [9, 47, 101]. Hence, this construct is based on the technology constructs used
previously but focuses on the hardware perspective to determine if the capabilities available support a certain task.
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The construct of the technology readiness is based on the capability of the technology. Especially the information visualisation
and the capability of being used by a worker for a whole day impact the readiness of the AR system to successfully support
the task in question. The following hypothesis is posed.
Hypothesis 2: The technology readiness is positively associated with the implementation success of AR systems.
3.1.3 Technology Compatibility (TC)
If a technology is perceived as coherent with the current practices, values, or needs it is compatible [71]. This can relate to a
variety of different items, like the existing IT system, or current processes within the firm. Similar to the system configuration
construct, it is important for AR systems to also consider the effects of the hardware used in current practice. It has been
shown that AR hardware can cause perceived issues with the current safety system regarding operator awareness [28]. Other
studies have confirmed that compatibility is a facilitator for technology adoption and implementation [84]. Thus, the following
hypothesis is proposed.
Hypothesis 3: The technology compatibility is positively associated with the implementation success of AR systems.
3.2
Environmental Context: External Support (ES)
AR is a complex technology and inherently in implementing a new technology, the knowledge about a new technology is low
in the beginning. The implementation success of AR can be influenced by the external support. Different parties can be
consulted before making an adoption decision or during the implementation process. However, in some studies, this
assumption was not supported by the data obtained [65, 76].
The vendor of the system can provide information and know-how concerning AR before the adoption decision, but especially
during the implementation phase. Additionally, industry associations or other companies in the same or other sectors utilising
AR can be consulted. Industry associations often provide access to information for their members concerning new
technologies like AR [102].
Industrial standards from external entities decrease the uncertainty for individual firms, as a whole industry operates under
those standards. Even when not published yet, standardisation organisations may have insights into the informal industrial
standard. The IEEE standards association is active in standardising a wide variety of issues around AR, like environment safety,
or user interface design [103].
External support from different sources can alleviate the challenges connected to a knowledge gap concerning a new
technology. Hence, the following hypothesis is proposed.
Hypothesis 4: External support is positively associated with the implementation success of AR systems.
3.3

Organisation Context

3.3.1 Organisational Fit (OF)
The organisation needs to be prepared and ready before implementing AR. Especially two perspectives have been identified
as relevant in AR and TOE literature, namely adapting the process [61, 104] and involving the users before and during the
implementation process [62]. The processes AR supports need to be adapted and re-engineered to fit the technology. Using
an AR technology might induce a change in how people within a company are trained for the process, or how information
gets processed, distributed, or handled.
Before and during the implementation phase, users need to be involved and educated about the new technology they will be
using. It is necessary to do so, as their daily routine will be disrupted by the implementation [64]. For example, when changing
from a paper-based to AR supported assembly instructions, employees need to be trained on the technology to [9, 59]. This
is different from the system configuration construct which deals with specific technical issues of the implementation. This
construct deals with the how the organisation can support the implementation of AR.
To conclude, a holistic and thorough preparation and support are necessary to receive the potential benefits from AR. This
leads to the following hypothesis.
Hypothesis 5: The organisational fit is positively associated with the implementation success of AR systems.
3.3.2 User Barrier (UB)
This construct is, compared to other constructs not entirely based on the TOE framework. It is based on the idea to enrich
the TOE framework based on the technology user context as part of the organisation [105]. Its goal is to assess how potential
issues concerning the user acceptance can affect the implementation, like ergonomic problems or the perceived trust of users
in the technology. The user acceptance is often named as an integral part of successfully implementing technologies. This
was also stated for AR [24, 101]. In some cases, novel hardware (for example HMDs) is used for the AR system additionally to
the technology itself, which might further increase user barriers. For any innovation, the effects on users and their job (profile)
are a central part of its implementation [64, 104].
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Further developing the TOE through enriching including individual factors has been suggested [88, 105]. This construct does
not go as far as including factors on an individual level. Rather, the perceived effect it has on users of the technology and the
perceived attitude of users towards the technology is captured. If the technology has negative effects (for example due to
bad ergonomics) on the users, this is a barrier decreasing the likelihood of implementation. Additionally, if users mistrust the
technology, it is not feasible to force a technology on them. As those factors hinder a successful implementation, the following
hypothesis is proposed. This construct, based on the ‘ease of use’ TAM construct [79, 80, 106], has already been applied in a
similar manner through the TOM framework [89].
Hypothesis 6: User barrier is negatively associated with the implementation success of AR systems.
The research model is based on the six hypotheses presented earlier, which can be tested through the following methodology.

4.

Research Methodology

This section explains the research methodology of the quantitative and qualitative part of the survey. The implementation
success of AR can only be determined through surveying participants in implementation or pilot projects for industrial AR
applications. The quantitative part is the core of this study, as it relates to the TOE framework. The qualitative part deepens
the understanding of current challenges and enables participants to point out challenges not yet uncovered by academia.
The goal of this mixed methodology design is to complement the results from the quantitative questionnaire, which is more
restrictive in terms of answers than the qualitative part [11].
4.1
Sampling and sample frame
The range of sample sizes from similar studies employing a technology adoption framework (TOE or DOI) is significant. In the
review article from [107], the sample sizes range from 89 to more than 4000. Two surveys very similar to this proposed
research, but focusing on other technologies, have reported sample sizes of 65 [66] and 133 [71] respectively.
In order to validate the lower limit from similar studies, a sample size calculator was used [108]. By setting a confidence level
of 95% and calculating the confidence interval with 84 participants (see section 4.2), the confidence interval is at 0.107. It is
necessary to mention that the sample size calculator is based on a simple random, thus probabilistic, sampling technique.
However, it gives a good indication of the approximate size of the sample necessary and suggests the validity of sample sizes
from other studies. Contrary to the assumptions of the approximate sample size calculated above, non-random sampling is
used in this case, as the population, in the end, is not known. The two main sampling techniques used are purposive sampling
and snowball sampling [11].
Currently, the compound annual growth rate of the industrial AR market is projected to be around 74% [2] between 2018
and 2025. The aggregated market of industrial AR is projected to reach $76 billion in 2025 [2]. This significant growth is likely
to be sustained or accelerated by the growing maturity of AR technology and the broad variety of applications within the
industry. An increasing number of companies will be faced with issues arising from AR implementation. Hence, the target
population of this study are companies who implemented AR or conducted AR pilot studies for industrial applications. To be
more specific, the questionnaire is targeted at people who have been involved with the aforementioned projects. Their
expertise and first-hand experience can determine the influencing factors for AR implementation.
4.2
Data collection
A total of 365 individuals were selected as possible participants for the survey. The information necessary to identify those
individuals was obtained through internet research utilising professional news homepages, professional social networks, (AR)
industry alliances, and industry contacts. The main prerequisite to be eligible for participation was the direct involvement in
AR implementation or pilot projects, e.g. as project lead. This criterion was again tested in the questionnaire to make sure it
is fulfilled. A sustained use of AR after a pilot-project was not necessary, as also failed attempts provide insights into factors
influencing the implementation success.
We targeted the prospective participants directly through e-mail or professional social networks. The messages contained a
description of the project and contained an anonymous link leading to the online questionnaire. These messages were sent
out in May, June, and July 2018. A report of the results provided in an anonymous link at the end of the questionnaire was
provided as an incentive for participation. In total, 84 valid questionnaires were filled out, which corresponds with a response
rate of 23%.
4.3
Quantitative Part
In this section, the methodology of the quantitative part is pointed out. It focuses on the sampling procedure and the sample
characteristics, the instrument development, and finally the data collection process itself.
For each construct, a set of measures was identified. The majority of the measures are based on previous research to ensure
and maintain validity and adapted to fit the AR context. Appendix A: Measures shows all measures and, if applicable, their
source in previous TOE research. In addition, the measures were based on previous research concerned with industrial AR,
which identified likely challenges and influencing factors when implementing AR.
After obtaining feedback concerning the questionnaire from one AR expert and two experts in designing quantitative
questionnaires concerning the design, applicability, and clarity of language, the questionnaire was adapted [11]. Through this
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feedback process and the strong linkage of the questionnaire to both, TOE and AR literature, the validity and applicability of
the questionnaire can be substantiated. The partial least square method (PLS-SEM) was used to analyse the data.
Nearly all of the measures were sampled through a five-point likert scale, reaching from definitely true to definitely false.
Two exceptions are concerned with the efficiency improvement obtained through AR. These metric scales, however, are
compatible to ordinal scales.
4.4
Qualitative Part
The qualitative part of the survey aims at complementing the information obtained from the quantitative part by uncovering
the distribution of current issues based on the TOE framework and determining if there are pressing industrial issues that are
not in the focus on research yet. The two main set of questions are concerned with success factors and challenges when
implementing industrial AR.
Concerning the success factors, participants were given a multiple-choice question of predefined and open success factors to
choose as being the most important. Then, the ones selected had to be ranked based on their importance, where 1 is the
most important success factor. The question concerning challenges was posed as an open question. It was posed before
exposing participants to the pre-defined success-factors or the quantitative part of the questionnaire. Hence, the answers
are not influenced by the choices presented later in the survey.
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5.

Analysis and Results

Before analysing the quantitative and qualitative results in detail, a brief overview of the sample profile is given in Table 3.
Table 3 Sample profile. For the sector and the application, the number is higher than the number of answers, as multiple
options could have been selected.
Count
Roles
Project Lead
C-suite
Manager (Development, Applications, Innovation)
Consulting
Other
No answer
Total
Sector
Aerospace
Automotive
Chemical / Pharmaceutical
Commerce
Construction
Energy
Electronics
FMCG
Mining
Transport
AR Vendor / Provider
Other
Total
Company Size
below 10
11 - 250
251 - 1000
1001 - 10000
above 10000
Total
Application
Quality Assurance
Maintenance
Support
Training
Assembly
Picking
Navigation
Design
Other:
Total

Percentage
23
15
22
4
9
11
84

27.4%
17.9%
26.2%
4.8%
10.7%
13.1%
100.0%

7
28
6
4
3
7
7
2
4
8
30
9
115

6.1%
24.3%
5.2%
3.5%
2.6%
6.1%
6.1%
1.7%
3.5%
7.0%
26.1%
7.8%
100.0%

19
18
4
10
33
84

22.6%
21.4%
4.8%
11.9%
39.3%
100.0%

20
32
28
33
27
14
12
16
15
197

10.2%
16.2%
14.2%
16.8%
13.7%
7.1%
6.1%
8.1%
7.6%
100.0%

5.1
Quantitative Results
In this section, the statistical model is tested for validity and the partial least square regression method is used to analyse the
statistical results due to its lower sensitivity to lower sample sizes [109]. The tools used to analyse the results include SPSS 25
and SmartPLS 3. Fig 3 shows the analysis done. First, the prerequisites to conduct a principal component analysis and a partial
least square analysis are tested. Then those two tests are conducted. Afterwards, the validity and reliability of the model
shown in Fig 2 are tested as well as possible multicollinearity between the constructs.
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1.
Prerequisites testing

2.
Principal component
analysis

3.
Testing construct validity

4.
Testing for multicollinearity

5.
PLS-SEM Analysis

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure

Measure loadings

Composite reliability

Variance inflation factor

Path coefficients

Barttlet’s shericity measure

ES1 eliminated

Outer loadings

Bootstrapping results

Average variance extracted

Fig 3 Validity, Reliability, and Analysis process of the quantitative data. The blue boxes show what was tested/done and the
white boxes show the measures used to do so.
5.1.1 Validity and Reliability
To determine if the data, in general, can be accepted to conduct a principal component analysis (PCA), the Kaiser-MeyerOlkin (KMO) test can be conducted [110]. A factor analysis aggregates different measures for latent variables (factors) [110].
One cut-off threshold for the KMO test measure is 0.5 [110]. If the KMO test returns a value greater than 0.5 a factor analysis
can be conducted, otherwise the sample size is too small. Additionally, Bartlett’s test of sphericity tests the hypothesis that
the correlation matrix of the measures is an identity matrix [110]. If the correlation matrix is the identity matrix, the measures
don’t correlate and, hence, cannot be aggregated in a factor analysis. Table 4 shows the results of the KMO test and the
sphericity test. As the significance of the sphericity test is 0, the hypothesis can be rejected. Additionally, the KMO measure
is greater than 0.5. Thus, a factor analysis can be conducted.
Table 4 Results of the KMO and sphericity test
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity

0.503
Approx. Chi-Square
Significance

302.455
0.000

The constructs based on the measures were validated through a confirmatory PCA. A PCA determines which measures can
be represented the best by a latent variable. It showed that all of the measured load on the correct construct except for ES1,
which was eliminated because of loading onto the intended and on another latent variable. Another PCA without ES1 showed
that the constructs were stable. Table 5 shows the results with suppressing primary loading factors below 0.4 of the final PCA.
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Table 5 Measure loadings onto the latent variables

Measures
OF1

Organisational
Fit (OF)

Implementation
Success (IS)

Latent Variable
External
Technology
Support
Compatibility
(ES)
(TC1)

Technology
Hardware
Readiness (THR)

System
Configuration
(SC)

User
Barrier
(UB)

0.795

OF2

0.732

OF3

0.687

OF4

0.557

IS1

0.860

IS2

0.837

IS3

0.507

ES2

0.843

ES3

0.623

ES4

0.500

TC1

0.731

TC2

0.546

THR1

0.863

THR2

0.448

SC1

0.827

SC2

0.661

UB1

0.740

UB2

0.648

Table 6 shows the composite reliability as a metric for the internal consistency of the different constructs. The different
constructs used have a composite reliability higher than 0.6. A value from 0.6 to 0.7 is frequently used as a threshold level
[109]. The average variance extracted (AVE) determines how well a latent variable explains its measures. A common threshold
is 0.5, which means that on average 50% of the variance of a measure explained through the latent variable [111]. In the
proposed model, the latent variable External Support has an AVE below 0.5. Despite the fact that the external support does
not pass the AVE greater than 0.5 requirements it is kept within the model as an AVE value between 0.4 and 0.5 is acceptable
if the composite reliability is higher than 0.6 [112].
Table 6 Composite reliability, AVE, and VIF of the respective latent variables
Composite Reliability

AVE

VIF

IS

0.845

0.648

SC

0.828

0.707

1.25

UB

0.744

0.601

1.131

THR

0.823

0.7

1.279

TC

0.772

0.63

1.398

OF

0.847

0.588

1.389

ES

0.644

0.427

1.225

To determine the severity of multicollinearity between the latent variables, the variance inflation factor (VIF) or its tolerance,
which is the reciprocal value of the VIF, are used. If the VIF is high, the risk increases that the latent variables are not
independent. Different critical thresholds are suggested in the literature. Common thresholds in literature are 5 [109] or 10
[110]. Table 6 shows that multicollinearity is no issue.
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5.1.2 Data analysis
The PLS-SEM was used to analyse the data. PLS-SEM does not have ‘identification issues with small sample sizes’ [109] and
does not assume certain distributions, like the normal distribution. In addition, it works with ordinal scales, like likert scales
[109]. Hence, the analysis method is applicable to the dataset.
To analyse the dataset, the research model (see Fig 2) was modelled in SmartPLS 3. Then, the PLS-SEM algorithm was run,
which determines the coefficients between the latent variable and the dependent variable. As PLS-SEM does not assume a
normal distribution, another way to determine the significance of coefficients is necessary. The bootstrapping algorithm
draws subsamples (bootstrap samples) from the population sampled and can determine measures of accuracy, like
significance [109]. The different subsamples draw randomly with replacement from the sample. Hence, different observations
can be multiple times within a bootstrap sample or not at all. Hence, the number of subsamples needs to be large. A number
of 5000 is accepted in the literature [109]. Fig 4 shows the results from the PLS-SEM algorithm and the bootstrapping
procedure (with 5000 subsamples). On the arrows from the latent variables to the dependent variable, the factors or path
coefficients (!") are displayed. The superscript after each number indicates the significance. Next, to the dependent variable,
the R² score is shown.

Fig 4 Results of the PLS-SEM: Path coefficients, significance level, and R² measure
The results show that the latent variables explain 35.6% of the variance in the dependent variable. Hence, the model is
successful in explaining AR implementation success. Similar studies show similar results for R² [84]. Other models were tested
as well to explore if a different configuration could explain the dependent variable to a higher extent. The main focus lied on
combining the constructs of first-order constructs [66]. However, the results did not improve.
All three latent variables rooted in the technology context, namely system configuration (!"#$ = 0.456, ! < 0.01),
technology hardware readiness (!"./0 = 0.276, ! < 0.1), and technology compatibility (!".$ = 0.306, ! < 0.05),
significantly influence the AR implementation success. Thus, Hypothesis 1, Hypothesis 2, and Hypothesis 3 are accepted.
Hypothesis 4, however, is rejected, as the influence of external support (!"4# = 0.052 , ! > 0.1) on the dependent variable
is not significant. Additionally, hypothesis 6 is rejected, as the user barrier (!"78 = −0.018 , ! > 0.1) does not have a
significant path coefficient. The organisational fit (!";< = 0.263, ! < 0.1) is positively and significantly connected to the
independent variable. Thus, Hypothesis 5 is accepted. In general, the technological context has the highest influence on the
AR implementation success. Table sums up the results of the hypotheses testing.
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Table 7: Results concerning the hypotheses of the PLS-SEM
Hypotheses

Path Coefficient

Significance

Result

H1

The system configuration is positively associated with the
implementation success of AR systems.

0.456

p<0.01

accepted

H2

The technology hardware readiness is positively associated
with the implementation success of AR systems.
The technology compatibility is positively associated with the
implementation success of AR systems.

0.276

p<0.1

accepted

0.306

p<0.05

accepted

H4

External support is positively associated with the
implementation success of AR systems.

0.052

not significant

rejected

H5

The organisational fit is positively associated with the
implementation success of AR systems.

0.263

p<0.1

accepted

H6

User barrier is negatively associated with the implementation
success of AR systems.

-0.018

not significant

rejected

H3

5.2
Qualitative Results
The qualitative results are analysed to determine if any important factors were not considered in the quantitative study and
to conduct a validation of the quantitative results. The selection and ranking of the success factors were conducted by
counting the number of selections. As the number of success factors selected varies, the rank is normalised in the range [1,2],
where 1 is the most important success factor. Then, the average of the normalised ranks of each item is calculated. Those
two metrics are then used to plot the success factors on a chart (see Fig 5), where the x-axis represents the absolute number
of how often a success factor was chosen and the Y-axis the average normalised rank. A low rank correlates to a high
importance Each dot on the chart represents one success factor. The lower the average rank, the higher is the importance of
the success factor. The higher the count, the higher is the importance of the success.
The items are classified into four different quadrants. Quadrant 1 includes the factors with a low average rank and a high
count, thus, the most important factors. In quadrant two, the count is lower compared to quadrant one, but the rank is
similar. The factors in quadrant two are relatively unimportant with a low count and a high rank. No factors are in quadrant
4.

Fig 5 Success factors - average normalised rank and count for each of the success factor items provided in a multiple choice
and following ranking question.
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A total of nine additional success factors were mentioned by survey participants. However, six additional can be attributed
to one of the success factors above and, thus, were treated accordingly. These factors and the classification based on the
given answers are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

User interface design: Usability of user interface
Tracking accuracy: Other software capabilities
Weight (for HMDs): Ergonomics
Rendering precision: Other software capabilities
Ergonomics: Ergonomics
Spatial mapping: Other software capabilities

Compared to the selection, three additional success factors were mentioned by survey participants:
•
•
•

Thermal management of HMD
Robust voice control
Scalability

The answers to the open question concerning the challenges were categorised. The categories are based on the TOE
framework and an extensive literature review [3]. A selection of those studies utilising field experiments to test AR systems
and the challenges they encountered are listed in Table 1. However, new categories are based on terms that emerge from
the data are used [11]. Fig 6 shows the results. The white boxes indicate relatively how often a certain challenge was
mentioned. The left box indicates how often it was mentioned in the qualitative part of the survey (X%). The right box shows
how often it was mentioned in the 90 papers selected through a systematic literature review in [3] (Y%). The green categories
(scalability and software robustness) emerged from the survey results.

Fig 6 Categorisation of challenges. The white rectangles at each category indicate the occurrences of the category. The left
rectangle (X% category) shows how often it was mentioned in the survey. The right rectangle (Y% category) shows how often
it was mentioned in a review of 90 papers [3].
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6.

Discussion

In this section, the results of the qualitative and the quantitative part of the questionnaire are discussed and compared.
Additionally, a comparison to the challenges uncovered in research is conducted. Then, implications for academia and
industry are outlined as well as limitations of the study and possibilities for further work.
The external support has no statistically significant influence on the implementation success. This has been observed in other
studies concerned with implementation success [66] or Industry 4.0 adoption [76] as well. Several possible explanations for
this issue exist, for example:
•
•

Companies may not use industry associations to develop and promote de-facto industry standards, as the
technology is fairly young and such information might be seen as proprietary.
External support might be crucial in the adoption decision-making process itself, prior to the actual implementation
stage. At this initial stage of the adoption decision, companies might not be equipped with an appropriate level of
AR knowledge, as it is a new technology. Hence, the influence at the adoption stage concerning external support to
build up the necessary knowledge base could be significant.

Despite the fact that the user barriers do not correlate with the implementation success in this study, this doesn’t mean that
they are not important. Especially when comparing the quantitative results with the qualitative results concerning user
acceptance, the difference is striking. Fig 5 and Fig 6 show that the user acceptance is an important challenge and a significant
success factor respectively. Fig 5 shows that the success factors concerned with making the technology work for the users of
the AR system are crucial. The success factors in the top right quadrant (quadrant 1), namely user acceptance, visibility of
information, efficiency improvement, ergonomics, and usability of the user interface, are the most important ones and all
except the efficiency improvement user-centric. Yet, the quantitative part does not support these statements. There are
several possible explanations for why that is the case:
•

•

•

As people involved with AR implementation and pilot projects are aware of the issue of user acceptance, it is
addressed and resolved at an early stage of the implementation and pilot project, thus, rendering the result of the
project independent to the initial user barriers, due to e.g. mistrust towards the technology (measure UB 2 of the
construct).
It might be that the implementation success is independent of that construct, as it measures the willingness to
further work with the technology [33]. Despite the fact that there are user barriers, people might still see the
potential of the technology and are willing to pursue it further in the firm conviction that the user barriers will be
overcome at some point.
The construct might not be completely aligned with the understanding of user acceptance in the qualitative
questions. While it has been discussed to incorporate the user perspective more into the TOE, it might be that the
approach needs to be expanded to align another framework, like the TAM with the TOE on a more fundamental
basis.

The organisational fit and the constructs within the technological construct influence the implementation success
significantly. The technological constructs have the biggest impact. However, the qualitative results from concerning the
challenges indicate that most of the challenges industry is concerned with stem from an organisational point of view (see Fig
6) compared to academic research, which tends to have a technological focus. While the technological capabilities seem to
be the basis for making the implementation work (see Fig 4), the organisational challenges to overcome are a substantial
concern for the industry.
6.1
Implications for Academia
This study used the TOE framework to determine the effects of different factors in the implementation success. The
quantitative part indicated factors that influence the implementation success and shows the empirical applicability of the
TOE framework for AR solutions. Hence, this framework can also be used for other technologies in the Industry 4.0 context
to promote implementation efforts.
While this study shows that the technological context is the basis for a successful AR implementation, the organisational side
of the implementation is crucial for the industry as well. Compared to a selection of academic papers analysed through a
systematic literature review [3] (see Fig 6), academia focuses more on the technical challenges than the organisational
challenges ones, while industry focuses more on organisational issues.
The combination of quantitative and qualitative information enabled the critical discussion of the quantitative data and the
extension of the TOE framework towards also implementing user-centric views [88, 89]. Especially the external support and
the user-centric view could be examined by future research, as we acknowledge that those might have an influence at another
innovation stage or by utilising a combination of the TOE and another user-centric framework, like the TAM.
6.2
Implications for Practice
The study unveils the areas that are crucial to AR project success. Hence, it holds relevant implications for organisations
seeking to implement industrial augmented reality.
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To ensure success, it is important to conduct a critical assessment if the technology is ready for a certain task or not. While
AR hardware is ready for deployment in some areas, it might lack the maturity to be deployed for other, more demanding
tasks. Based on the literature review, it became apparent that AR is already broadly used in warehouse operations, especially
picking. For more complex tasks and challenging industrial environments, there might be technological issues still posing a
barrier.
Due to the complexity of industrial systems and the relatively early stage in the lifecycle of AR, there are no out of the box
solutions available and there may very well be one fits all system. The technology needs to be tested sufficiently to ensure it
is configured in a suitable manner. A large number of hardware systems available. The organisation needs to make sure that
the hardware is capable to fulfil the task and does not put too much ergonomic strain on employees.
AR systems need to be tied in with the current IT infrastructure to allow for real-time information transmission [60]. Hence,
the compatibility with the current IT system is an important factor. In broader terms, the AR system needs to be aligned with
the current practice of the company, be it IT, processes, or health and safety.
Organisations should ensure a fit between the technology and the organisation itself. AR can only unfold its full potential if
the process supported by AR is adapted to the technology. For assembly operations, for example, this could mean adapting
the information flow towards and from the assembly line or increasing the flexibility in creating shift schedules. Additionally,
employees need to be prepared for the new technology, especially on the user level. They need to be familiarised with the
new technology and changes to the process during the implementation to effectively and efficiently utilise the system. During
pilot studies, workers who will use the AR system might also be a valuable source of input concerning usability and ergonomics
as those are highly relevant factors (see Fig 5 and Fig 6).
6.3
Limitations and Further Work
While having significant implications for academia and practice, this study also has limitations, which indicate directions for
future research.
The qualitative part of the study unveiled some factors that have not been part of the quantitative study. Especially the
scalability of the AR solution seems to be of interest for industry, as it has been mentioned in the challenges and the success
factors question for the current pilot- and implementation projects. Scalability can be part of a ‘relative advantage’ construct
in the technology context [89] for future TOE framework based research.
Hypothesis 4 and 6 were found to be insignificant, which introduces interesting new research opportunities as the qualitative
results to some extent contrast the quantitative results. Future studies can utilise acceptance models on a user level into a
TOE-based research project to ground these factors in theory and determine their influence. Especially as AR also includes
new hardware and can change work processes, the user side needs to be analysed in more detail.
AR is a fairly new technology in the industry without widespread adoption. The capabilities of the technology are still
important, as it has not reached maturity yet. However, there seems to be a tendency according to the qualitative results
that the technology is not as important as organisational issues when implementing the technology in industrial settings. This
shift from a technology focus to an organisational focus, however, does not seem to be reflected in the AR research (see Fig
6). Due to the significant implications of the organisational fit and the compatibility of the technology towards
implementation success, future research can focus on how to adapt processes for AR, how to align it with the current systems,
or how to ensure the operator's health and safety when using those systems.
It has to be noted, however, that focusing on the identified challenges and success factors do not essentially guarantee
success when implementing AR. Some factors were unveiled in the qualitative part, but it is unclear how strong their influence
is. In addition, other factors related to different contexts might exist. Those can be relevant to AR implementation as well and
might also be industry or application specific and could also stem from the company environment. Hence, further research
could focus on different applications or industries and the challenges when implementing AR systems there.
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7.

Conclusion

Industrial AR is a central part of Industry 4.0 initiatives. It enables workers to be smoothly integrated into the digital
environment. The aim of this study was to answer the research question ‘Which factors influence the implementation success
of industrial augmented reality?’, by utilising a quantitative questionnaire based on the TOE framework and targeted towards
professionals who have been involved with industrial AR pilot or implementation projects. This part was supplemented by a
qualitative part focusing on challenges and success factors.
This paper has contributed to the academic and industrial bodies of knowledge through three main aspects. First, the TOE
framework has been used for a variety of Industry 4.0 technologies (see Table 2). Through the quantitative part and the
qualitative categorisation according to the TOE model, this study has expanded on the body of knowledge for TOE based
research and Industry 4.0 relevant technologies. Second, we utilised a quantitative and a qualitative perspective towards AR
implementation. Based on those two pillars, the results from industry professionals allowed us to analyse and uncover
challenges and success factors on a broad basis. Finally, this paper provides guidance on which aspects industry should focus
on to ensure implementation success. As the number of implementation projects of industrial AR is expected to increase over
the next years, a rising number of companies will be subjected to the issues presented in this paper. Our study has suggested
that technological factors and the organisational fit are critical for the success of AR in industry 4.0 initiatives.
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Appendix A: Measures
Latent Variable

Source

Measure

Statement

Implementation
Success

Zhu et al. 2010; Jia et al.
2017

IS1

My company is thinking about implementing AR
solutions in other sites.
My company is thinking about implementing AR
solutions for other applications.
My company got substantial benefits after the AR
solution became operational (for example cost savings).
Pilot studies with different AR hardware were
conducted.
The users of AR devices were trained before the
implementation.
The AR devices caused ergonomic problems, like
headaches.
Users of the AR system mistrusted the technology.

IS2
IS3
System configuration

Zhu et al. 2006; Zhu et al.
2010

SC1
SC2

User Barriers

Wu et al 2011; Gangwar
et al. 2015

UB1
UB2

Technology hardware
readiness

Technology
Compatibility

Zhu et al. 2004; Dwivedi
et al. 2009; Oliveira et al.
2014

THR1

Dwivedi et al. 2009; Veile
et al. 2018

TC1

THR2

TC2
Organisational fit

Zhu et al. 2010; Yeh et al.
2018

OF1
OF2
OF3
OF4

External support

Zhu et al. 2010; Veile et
al. 2018

ES1
ES2
ES3
ES4

The information on the AR system is always easy to
see/read.
The battery of the AR systems lasts for at least one
working day.
The AR solution was compatible with the existing IT
infrastructure (e.g. ERP, MRP systems).
There were no health and safety issues concerning the
usage of AR.
The management believed in the AR solution during the
implementation phase.
The users were involved in the implementation project.
The users of AR devices were educated about AR during
the implementation process.
The process supported by AR was adapted to fit the
new technology.
The vendor of the AR system provided valuable
assistance during the implementation stage.
Other companies that already used AR were consulted
before or during implementation of the AR system.
Industry associations were consulted before or during
implementation of the AR system.
The AR solution was based on industry-wide standards.
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